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13. Course Content:
For each unit of the course, provide:
1. A brief description (5-10 sentences) of topics to be addressed that demonstrates the
critical thinking, depth and progression of content covered.
2. A brief summary (2-4 sentences) of at least one assignment that explains what a student
produces, how the student completes the assignment and what the student learns.
Introduction:
The Newcomer components are designed to help your students build their listening, speaking, reading, and writing
skills in English. These components will help newcomers develop oral language by creating frequent opportunities
for students to engage in conversations with their classmates.
To progress academically, newcomers must have access to basic, high-utility vocabulary from which they can build
English language skills. Much of this vocabulary will become a part of their everyday speech when they are given
opportunities to converse with their classmates.
Introduction and Overview: Start Smart
Topics:
What’s Your Name? Students will name and Identify letters of the alphabet along with their sound and symbol match
to include the letters in their names.
Greetings: Students will practice and apply greetings and introductions in different situations.
Geometric Shapes: Students will practice and apply identifying colors and various shapes.
Numbers: Students will correctly identify the English word for the number of objects. Students will practice and apply
using numbers.
Assignments:
Students will discuss and explain the different components and follow the sentence patterns listed in the curriculum,
for example, “What do you see? I live in/on/at ___. My phone number is ___. Explain that I live in/on/at ___ provides
the same information as My address is ___.
Where do you live?” And elicit responses like, “I live on First Street. Where do you live? I live at 123 North Avenue.
What’s your phone number? My number is 555-6789.”
Students will use sentence frames to exchange addresses again and phone numbers in partners; they will use the
sentence frames they learned to tell one thing they learned about Roberto and Lily (characters in the story). Partners
can role-play making the phone call, greeting each other, and exchanging addresses and phone numbers using
sentence frames they learned and the Conversation Starters. Partners will tell each other where their friends live
and present to the class. The class will ask questions of the students whom are presenting.
Unit 1: Life at School
Topics:
In the Classroom: Students will name and identify classroom objects by asking and answering questions about
classroom activities using classroom commands.
Computers: Students will identify and describe the location of objects, use language to ask for help and understand
how to ask for help and describe and understand the order and sequence of tasks when using a computer.
A Day at School: Students will name and identify places in school, what we do in school, and people we see in
school.
Calendar: Students will name and identify the days of the week and months of the year, recount and identify events
during the school day, and name and understand what happens during different times of the day when doing things.
Weather: Students will identify and describe different kinds of weather, name and demonstrate understanding of
different seasons, and name and identify objects in the sky.

Assignment:
Classroom Commands
Students will elicit the names of classroom objects and activities discussed so far. They will answer questions like,
“What do you see written on the blackboard?” Students will take turns giving commands as the class responds.
Students will have an imaginative dialogue: one will be the student and one will be the teacher. Have the “teacher”
give a command, which you respond to incorrectly (looking at a book instead of raising your hand). Have students
say what your action was and show what your response should have been. Phase yourself out of the game and let
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the students play on their own. Partners will use the commands they learned to talk about all of the classroom
commands they know. Partners will talk about the different commands they heard in their home country’s school.
Students will explain why the commands were different in their home country and share with the class.
Unit 2: My Family and Me
Topics:
My Body: Students will identify different body parts, describe people, describe ways to take care of the body, and ask
and answer questions about the five senses.
Clothing: Students will identify and describe clothing for different seasons and activities.
Feelings: Students will describe feelings, and ask and answer questions about friends and how to help friends and
others.
My Family: Students will identify, describe, and compare family members and family activities.
My Home: Students will name different types of homes, describe the location of home objects, and identify
household activities.
Assignment:
Where We Live
Students will discuss different kinds of homes. Students will respond to questions like, “What do you see?” Students
can name things they know and describe them to a partner. They will respond to questions like, “What kind of home
do you live in? What kind of home do you live in?” Partners will interact and talk about different kinds of homes they
see in their neighborhood. Students will expand their conversation with descriptive adjectives to review colors and
shapes. Partners will use the the sentence frames to ask and answer questions about different kinds of homes and
write three sentences describing a home using previously learned vocabulary. Pairs share with their classmates.
They will need to focus on their word choices in their sentences, like “It’s the tallest. It has square windows. It has
brown paint.” Partners continue to practice with each type of housing building.
Unit 3: Community
Topics:
My Community: Students will Identify names and locations of places in the community. Students will determine
where different people work in the community. Then students will identify and describe ways to help in the
community.
Technology: Students will identify technology equipment we use to communicate and get informed. As well as
identify the different things we can do with technology. Students will
understand and describe how technology helps us in different situations. Finally students will name equipment we
use to communicate and get information.
Transportation: Students will distinguish between different signs in a community and Students identify the different
ways people get around. Finally, students will use sequence and direction words to provide directions.
Food and Meals: Students will demonstrate understanding of language used in a restaurant. Students will identify
healthy foods as well as identify items we eat at lunch at school.
Shopping: Students will demonstrate understanding of items and departments in the grocery store. Students will ask
and answer questions about buying items in a grocery store, and determine the costs of items.
Assignment:
How Technology Helps Us
Students will discuss how technology helps us by engaging in questions and answers using a picture card. Students
will respond to questions like: What are the people doing? Why do you think they’re using technology? Students will
use the explanations and descriptions given by the teacher on how technology helps them. Oral sentences such as
these will be used for this: I need my father. I can text him. The sentences will be written on the board as they are
orally stated. Additionally, students will respond to questions in which they have to identify the person in the picture
card that would best answer the question asked. Necessary vocabulary will be provided to students.
Students will then connect with a partner to talk about how technology has helped them in the past. This activity will
be expanded by having students tell partners a sequential story. Then in pairs, one student gives his or her opinion
about which technology is the most helpful and useful. The other students will agree or disagree and explain why.
Model the activity before students begin. The entire assignment will close by having students tell about the ways
technology was used in their community in their home country. Other students will ask detailed follow-up questions.
Unit 4: The World
Topics:
Measurement: Students will compare objects using academic language such as length, height, and weight. They will
also use sentence frames to practice and apply the language with a partner. Building on the vocabulary learned,
students will then further their academic language by comparing what is same and different between two objects.
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Lastly, students will build on understanding of measurement by measuring the classroom.
Animals: Distinguish the different actions of wild animals and insects using new vocabulary and sentence frames.
The lesson will then move on to having students identify animals that people have as pets and what people do with
their pets. Using the previous topics discussion about comparison, students will now demonstrate the different sizes
of farm animals using sentence frames and collaborative discussions.
Growth and Change: Using the butterfly’s growth cycle, students will recount and identify stages using transitional
phrases. Students will ask and answer questions about the growth cycle of plants which will then lead students to
ask questions about human growth and its different stages.
United States: Students will ask and answer questions about where you and others live in order to better understand
the United States and regions. This will then lead students to identify and locate United States landmarks using
images and sentence frames. Finally, students will identify natural features using new vocabulary and collaboration.
My World: Taking skills from the previous lessons to now answer questions about their hometown and activities done
there. Using the previous lessons about animals, students will now discuss animals from their home country. Going
back to the comparison sections, students will identify special things about two different places.

Assignment:
In My New Country
Students will compare things in their home country with things in the United States. They will respond to questions
like, “What does Miguel see and do in his home country?” Students will discuss in partners can discuss topics like
the sports, food, celebrations, and money in Mexico. They will use sentences frame like, “I am…., We spoke…., We
use….” Examples are, “I am from Mexico. We spoke Spanish there. We used pesos for money.” Partners will talk
about where they’re from and provide a few details about their life there. Students will repeat the instructional routine
using the sentence frames focused. Students will expand their sentences by using present and past tense verbs
together. For example, “In the United States, we eat. In my home country, we ate.” Students will also the irregular
past tense verbs like, “ate.” Partners will describe the differences between their home country and the United States
and will work together to write labels and practice presenting to the class.
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&RXUVH2YHUYLHZ>3URYLGHDEULHIVXPPDU\VQDSVKRW VHQWHQFHV RIWKHFRXUVH VFRQWHQW@
English Basics for English Learners is a foundation level comprehensive English course that develops the very basic English skills for students.
The course delivers instruction on content that is required for students to develop skills in reading, writing, grammar, speaking, and listening. In
doing so, students will have full access to and engage with grade-level academic content aligned to the knowledge, skills, and abilities for
achieving college and career readiness described in the California State Standards for English/Language Arts.

This course builds awareness about language resources and how meaning is made through language choices in order to improve the ability to
comprehend and produce academic texts in various content areas. It sets the foundation for understanding through interpersonal and academic
vocabulary development. By using reading strategies, unit-related vocabulary, literary concepts, grammar development and conjugation, students
will acquire the basics of English language and grammar. Additionally, students will obtain writing skills from
word-to-phrase-to-sentence-to-paragraph level as they advance towards ongoing language development.
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